Year 2 have been very busy creating some beautiful autumnal poems. To help inspire their work, they went on an autumn senses walk around the school grounds, collecting artefacts to help them create word banks. They then created two different styles of poems, an acrostic poem and a descriptive poem using noun phrases. We hope you enjoy reading them as much as the children did.

Well done Year 2 for your superb efforts!

**Autumn leaves by Dexter**

A golden leaf
Tumbling down
Like the shining autumnal sun.

A chestnut leaf
Floating down
Like a feather fluttering from a bird.

A dazzling leaf
Fluttering down
Like a barn owl swooping in the night sky.
Autumn leaves by Charlotte

A ruby leaf
Swirling down
Like a sun setting on a cold day.

A golden leaf
Spinning down
Like a red spinning top.

A hazel leaf
Fluttering down
Like a ballerina pirouetting on stage.

FIRE by Jasmine

Fire dancing and roasting golden brown crackling sticks.

I like the colourful fireworks.

Rockets shooting up into the midnight sky, making big bangs.

Everyone cheering at the vibrant sparklers.
ROCKETS by James

Rippling rockets in the cloudless sky.
On cloudless nights, colourful exploding fireworks.
Children screaming for more in to the winter's sky.
Kaleidoscopes of vibrant colour shooting in to the sky.
Explosions in the eerie air.
Tickling wind on people's cheeks and biting noses.
Sparkling sparklers being waved around the crystal clear night.

Autumn leaves by William

A golden leaf
fluttering down gracefuly
like a falling angel.

A glowing leaf
falling happily down
Like a fire fly in the night.

A purple leaf
Tumbling silently down
Like a bird leaving its nest.
Autumn leaves by Coco

An elegant, autumnal leaf
Gracefully glided down
Like a beautiful snowflake, falling from the sky.

A rustling, hazel leaf
Falling down
Like a little tiny dancer.

A crunchy, tiny leaf
Floating down
Like a beautiful butterfly.
Autumn Leaves by Louis

A fragile, colourful leaf
Gracefully floated down
Like a snowflake.

A burgundy coloured leaf
Drifted to the shallow floor
Like a piece of paper floating.

A hazel, yellow leaf
Glided down,
Like some grass.

Autumn Leaves by Nathan

A beautiful, graceful leaf
Gently and swiftly floated down
Like an elegant bird.

A crunchy, faded leaf
Slowly and gently came down
Like an old eagle.

A gold rustling leaf
Drifted down
Like a swan coming down from the sky.
BONFIRE by Hollie-Mai

Blazing fireworks shooting up into the inky, midnight sky.
Outside on the night sky enchanted fireworks are flying.
November is very fun because it is Bonfire night.
Fireworks are dangerous because they are very hot.
I smell smoke coming down from the multi-coloured fireworks
Remember to be careful, because they might burn your fingers.
Everything is so much fun on Bonfire night

BONFIRE by Aaliya

Boom! Zoom! Rockets are zooming!
Outside on the night sky were fireworks.
November nights are really fun!
Fireworks blast into the sky.
It is so cold.
Racing rocking up in the sky.
Everybody is watching on Bonfire night.
BONFIRE by Zara

Bonfire night is the most stunning night ever.
On Bonfire night, people go to a fireworks display.
No one like the noise of the noisy fireworks.
Fireworks are very special in November.
I love November because the sky is filled with fireworks.
Remember to be safe in a fireworks display.
Everyone is delighted to see fireworks.